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DURA TL -TRACK LIGHT

* TYPE: Professional LED projectors for track mounting.

* CHARACTERISTICS. same shape and 3 different dimensions and power choice to
cover all requests. Can be used
with Eurostandard Plus tracks as well as with other brands': Staff, Nordlux, Nordic, Global,
Nuco etc.

* OPTIC: High efficiency Ra >85 LED Chip on Board.
Precision optics with dichroic effect lens. Adjustable from 0° a -90° on the vertical plane
and 350° on the horizontal plane.

* MATERIALS: die-cast painted aluminium body; black color or white color.

* MOUNTING: mounting on an electrical track in 3 phases;
fixtures equipped with a safety lock to fix to the track.

Item Characteristics

BlackColour

648 gWeight

184 mmLenght 1

108 mmLenght

100 mmDiameter

40°Opening beam

4000 KColour temperature

1300 LUMENNominal Flux

0,09 ALamp Current

EurostandardBase

15 WNominal Power

110-240 VLamp Voltage

TD15M-4K8L-FL-BCode

Performance

15kWh/1000h

A+Energy Class

85Irc/Ra

TD15M-4K8L-FL-BPhotometry

1990Axis cd
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Tech Info

2009/125/EC * Ecodesign 1194/2012 *
Regulation for Ecodesign 2015/1428 *

Regulation for Ecodesign 2010/30/EU * Energy
Labelling 874/2012 * Regulation for Energy

Labelling 2011/65/EU * RoHS 2012/19/EU *
RAEE 2014/30/EU * EMC 2014/35/EU * LVD

CEI EN 55015:2014 (+A1:2016) CEI EN 60598
-1:2015 (+EC:2015/+EC:2016) CEI EN 60598-

2-5:2016 CEI EN 61000-3-2:2015 CEI EN
61000-3-3:2014 (+EC:2014) CEI EN

61547:2010 CEI EN 62031:2009
(+A1/+A2:2015) CEI EN 62471:2010 IEC/TR

62471-2:2009 CEI 34-141:2012

Fulfilled Directives and norms

-25°C / +35°CT (°C) Working environment Temp.

70LLMMF - Lamp lumen maintenance
factor

<0,2sLamp start time

Instant Full LightWarm-up time up to 60 % of the full
light output

0,94Power Factor

100000Number of ON-OFF cycles

NODimmable

Spectrocolorimetry and Photometry

Eulumdat file for lighting calculations available on the website

More InfoTech

Shipping info

1 pzPack

8011905851705Item barcode
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